
I‘m Mely

Hi there!Hi there!



1 teamwork

2 own work

NAMIK
Identity & Graphics, BTS Photography

„Haisse Ware“
Editorial Design

„wie sagen wir angst?“
Cover- & Poster-Design

rescYOU cape
Social Impact Design

Protect what you love
Shirt Design / „Design Challenge“

Babushka
BTS Photography

Illustrations
Selection

Just a case
Sustainability Design 
(Master‘s Project)

i.willustrate
Online Shop:  
Organic Clothing & Illustrations

This should make it easier to get an overview 
about my recent projects ...



teamwork

1



Project portfolio - Photography & Design,
Social Media Content (Casting Calls etc.), 

Postcards, Logos, (Movie-)Posters, DVD-Cover

NAMIK 
Charlotte Wendt // Master‘s graduation film

The short film „Namik“ deals with the themes of trauma, escape 
and friendship. 
 
When Namik is introduced to the fascinating world of the ultra-
scene in soccer, he gains hope that he can leave his experiences 
from the war behind him. The audience accompanies the refugee 
and learns how he is confronted with his deepest fears in 
seemingly harmless situations.

my job: 





Behind-the-scenes Photography



„wie sagen wir angst?“
Rafael Simman - Audio play // 
Master‘s graduation project

The project “wie sagen wir angst?“ („how do we say fear?“) 
explores the situations in which fear can occur in modern 
everyday life and what it feels and sounds like. 
We experience an everyday life with the protagonist Tilda, who 
feels fear in a wide variety of situations. Through the acoustic 
realization of these feelings, the listener is granted access to 
her perception of the world.  
 
Fears are often a taboo-topic in our society and adolescents 
are made to believe that being afraid is not normal. Courage 
and fear are presented as opposites and are therefore 
seemingly incompatible. This project aims to teach young 
people about fear and how to deal with it competently. 
Fear is an important topic of individual mental health, as 
well as of social education in general, it influences the form 
of social participation of each individual. In this sense, this 
project follows a preventive approach and should be a thought-
provoking impulse for the conscious handling of fear in the 
modern world. 

Artwork Concept  
(Poster, Spotify Cover)



With BABUSHKA not only often forgotten post-war 
themes alongside the war should be addressed, but also 
the timeless theme of prejudice and the often difficult 
realization that behind every uniform, behind every flag, 
and behind every language, there is a human being.

American-occupied Salzburg, 1945.  
A grandmother lives alone with her young granddaughter 
on a farm in the mountains. Her son has not returned 
from the Russian campaign. One evening, two deserted 
Russian soldiers appear at the door, on their way to 
Salzburg. The following night, the bitter grandmother 
gets to know the enemy in a human way she did not 
expect.

Babushka 
Simon Höbert // Master‘s graduation film

Behind-the-scenes  
Photography
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own work



„Haisse Ware“ 
Raising awareness about shark finning 
Editorial Design

Records in the shark product trade lead to a 
large extinction of many shark species. The 
unfortunately still very unknown facts about 
shark finning and decrease of shark population 
are revealed in this book, without directly 
showing bloody pictures of massacred sharks.  
 
The layout and folding invites the viewer to 
literally „uncover“ even the hidden facts by 
looking at the bottom (folded side) of the pages, 
where the facts are listed. On the upper side 
one can read common statements about sharks, 
which are often untrue.  
 
The emotional layer of this work is conveyed 
through the coloring of the water, which gets 
more ‚bloody‘ throughout the book until viewers 
find tips for themselves how to prevent shark 
finning. 
 
Depending on which number you start from, 
an unbelievable 270,000 sharks are killed per 
day(!). According to the data of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the worldwide 
shark catch has increased from about 273,000 
tons in 1950 to 900,000 tons in 2003, so it has 
more than tripled. There are now 70 sharks on 
the IUCN (International Union for Conservation 
of Nature) Red List, which means they are 
„officially“ threatened with extinction. In fact, 
there should be many more species on there, but 
due to a lack of population data, it is simply not 
possible to make a statement. 
 
As we are also dependent on the biodervisity 
on our planet, it is important to raise awareness 
about this topic. 



Conceptbehind the process
„Haisse Ware“ - Editorial Design



Protect what 
you love 

Design Challenge 
Phyne GmbH x Cosmos Direkt
Shirt Design

Photos owned by Phyne GmbH

Visit phyne.com



Concept RescYOU cape 
 
The transformative cape aims to give people a 
positive feeling of warmth and being welcome as 
soon as they enter the new rescue ship „navire 
avenir“.   

At the same time, it is about the gesture of giving 
a little gift to everyone and giving them a brief 
moment of joy when they can feel like a hero for 
just a second at least. 
In the further course, the cape can be used both 
as a blanket, backpack and pillow and children 
can stay with the mother easier.  
 
At the same time, the cape serves as a reminder 
when the refugees leave the ship and are 
allowed to take the warming blanket with them 
to accompany them on their further journey.

rescYOU cape 
Transformative cape concept  
for refugee rescue ship



Concept

User Interviews

Definition of need

Ideation

Test & Validation

Empathy map,behind the process 
rescYOU cape - social impact design



Illustrations 
Selection

Typo Illustration

Painting Remake



Article Illustration

„Bodily“



Just a case 
Master‘s graduation project 
Tool to prevent ocean pollution through cigarettes

Sustainability can‘t be easy? The 
reusable case is ready to hand when 
I‘m looking for the next trash bin again. 
As part of a new deposit system, the 
cigarette pack, lighter and smoked 
butts can be stowed away compactly 
and odor-proof. This way, I avoid the 
toxins in them finding their way into our 
environment. If everyone just collects 
their own butts, we save 2000 glasses 
of water per pack that would otherwise 
be contaminated. 

No one wants to deal with it, but everyone 
knows it: cigarettes usually end up on the 
ground and are bad for the environment. 
But not only the filters are bad, the toxins 
inside contaminate our groundwater and 
are much worse. Here lies the potential to 
make a difference. 
 
With the case I developed, people both 
are educated about the consequences 
of cigarette butts in their environment 
and they get an offer for a more 
environmentally friendly way to act. 
This makes it easy and convenient for 
everyone to collect cigarettes and do their 
part to protect the environment. 

The message is: Even if the impact of 
collecting cigarettes seems small, it can 
have an immense impact on our world if 
each individual does a small part.



behind the  
process
Just a case



Werkschau FH Salzburg 2022



i.willustrate 
online shop  
organic cotton clothing

https://iwillustrate.myspreadshop.de/


Thank you :)

... to see further projects,  
please take a look at my website 
or visit my FH Salzburg portfolio website

http://melaniefeigl.jimdo.com
https://portfolio.fh-salzburg.ac.at/users/melanie-feigl

